So "right" for so many... a Kodak Camera

Gift Guide

Brownie Cameras

Folding Cameras

Miniature Cameras

Reflex-Type Cameras
Give Snapshot Fun for Everyone

Baby Brownie SPECIAL Camera
Wonderful gift for beginners of all ages. Has eye-level view finder, button shutter release, handy carrying strap. Smart-looking little camera.

$2.75

Brownie HAWKEYE Camera
Modern styling in a box camera. Has thumb-action shutter release, brilliant view finder, carrying handle. A fine gift for young or old.
(Also see the box Brownie Target Cameras at $6.95 and $8.25.)

$5.50

Brownie FLASH Six-20 Camera
Popular Brownie version of a press camera. Aims fast at eye level. The snap of a button gets the picture. And with the Flashholder it shoots indoors. A thrilling gift for anyone.

$12.75

FOLDING CAMERAS

Complete gift kit
for indoor-outdoor snaps...

Here’s a gift that’s loaded with excitement. Has everything needed for round-the-clock pictures:

Brownie Hawkeye Camera, Flash Model
Kodalite Flashholder with Flashguard and 2 batteries
8 midget flash lamps
2 rolls of Kodak Verichrome Film
“Photo Tips” booklet
Complete instruction manual

Truly a gift so “right” for so many on your Christmas list—the children or the older folks.

Brownie HAWKEYE Flash Outfit . . . . . . . . . . $12.75

Brownie HAWKEYE Camera
FLASH MODEL

The same camera, featured in the outfit above, available separately if you wish.

$6.95

FLASHHOLDER WITH GUARD $3.65

Brownie Cameras

Donated to www.orphanacameras.com
Give a modern “reflex”

That shows the snapshot
BIG AND CLEAR
before you shoot...

Kodak DUAFLEX II Camera

KODET LENS
$13.95
KODAR f/8 LENS
$21.95

Big view finder at the top of the camera “previews” the snapshot (see illustration above). Two great gift choices . . . both with built-in flash. Easy to use. Smart, new styling.

FLASHHOLDER $3.33

Brownie REFLEX Camera

Another indoor-outdoor favorite with the big, easy-to-view picture finder. Built-in flash, simple operation. A sure-fire gift hit.

FLASHHOLDER $4.03

De luxe gift kit

for indoor-outdoor snaps...

You’ll really take a bow when you give this handsome gift. Everything needed for daytime-nighttime pictures:

- Kodak Duaflex II Camera, Kodet Lens
- Kodak Duaflex Flashholder and 2 batteries
- 8 midget flash lamps
- 2 rolls of Kodak Verichrome Film
- “Photo Tips” booklet
- Complete instruction manual

Grownups and youngsters, alike, will love it. Beautifully packaged, it’s an impressive gift. Completely equipped, it’s a practical gift—ready to make pictures as soon as it’s opened . . . with nothing extra to buy. What a wonderful Christmas for the lucky people who get this de luxe, all-in-one snapshot kit.

Kodak DUAFLEX Flash Outfit ........ $19.50
So “right” for so many...

a Kodak Camera

For mother...father...sister...brother—a modern Kodak camera is a finer gift than ever. All make snapshots indoors...at night...full-color, too. Give a gift that gives pleasure immediately...and keeps on giving through the years. Let us help you make a selection for anyone on your list.

List prices are subject to change without notice and include Federal Tax

A3-345 "Kodak" and "Brownie" are trade-marks 10-50
KODACHROME TRANSPARENCIES

Give a double reward... in Color!

KODACHROME TRANSPARENCIES

KODAK
“MINIATURES” BRING
Kodachrome slides for projection or full-color prints—

Kodak PONY Cameras

With either of these models you give fine quality... and at a “budget” price too. Fine f/4.5 lens, 1/200 shutter, built-in flash, simplified settings that enable anyone to snap beautiful pictures from the start. The “828” takes 8 exposures, including Kodacolor... the “135” takes 20 or 36 shots per roll. Either one a gorgeous Christmas present.

PONY 828 $29.95
PONY 135 $34.75

Kodak Flash BANTAM f/4.5 Camera

So tiny it fits pocket or purse. A gem of a “miniature” with f/4.5 lens, 1/200 shutter, built-in flash. Takes 8 exposures, including Kodacolor. Superb gift.

FLASHHOLDER WITH GUARD $11.50

Kodak RETINA I Camera

A 35mm. folding “miniature” with automatic controls that simplify operation. Lens f/3.5, shutter, 1/500. A beauty.

$72.75

Kodak 35 Camera with range finder

Fast focusing, positive film—advance controls make this a big favorite with 35mm. fans. Built-in flash, f/3.5 lens, 1/200 shutter. A fine gift.

$86.75

FLASHHOLDER WITH GUARD $11.50
Give...the Modern Folding Camera

5 Models

Kodak Tourist Cameras

All the traditional compactness and simplicity of the folding camera are built into these models. But exciting new features have been added: Built-in flash, squeeze-type shutter release set into the folding front, eye-level viewing, and beautiful modern styling. You pay a fine compliment when you give a “Tourist”... for you’re giving a gift that means years of recurring pleasure to the lucky one who gets it. All models take the Flashholder for indoor shots with midget flash lamps.

FLASHHOLDER WITH GUARD $11.50

KODET LENS | f/8.8 LENs | f/6.3 LENs | f/4.5 1/200 | f/4.5 1/800
$24.50 | $38.50 | $47.50 | $71.00 | $95.00

Kodak REFLEX II Camera

The buy in a modern focusing “reflex.” Has Ektalite Field Lens for doubly brilliant ground-glass viewing. Lens f/3.5, shutter 1/300, film stop, built-in flash. An elegant gift that’s sure to please.

FLASHHOLDER WITH GUARD $11.50

$155 WITH CASE

Kodak MEDALIST II Camera

For someone very special—Kodak’s finest still camera. Has f/3.5 Ektar Lens, 1/400 shutter, built-in flash, automatic operating controls. Takes roll film; adapts to sheets and packs.

FLASHHOLDER WITH GUARD $11.50

$312.50 WITH CASE